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Abstract

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are efficient at manipulating large sets in a compact manner. BDDs, however, are inefficient at utilizing the memory hierarchy of the computer. Recent work addresses this problem by manipulating the BDDs in breadth-first manner (BFS). BFS processing is quite successful at reducing the number of page faults when the BDDs do not fit in the available physical memory. When paging does not take place, it is much less clear which paradigm leads to the better performance. In this paper, we perform a detailed analysis of BFS and DFS packages using simulation and direct performance monitoring of the memory hierarchy. We show that there is very little difference in TLB and cache miss rates for DFS and BFS paradigms. We also show that differences in execution time between carefully tuned BFS and DFS implementations are primarily a function of the lossless computed table used in BFS implementations, and not a function of memory locality. Furthermore, we present implementation changes to the the Cudd package that can improve execution times by as much as 26% when the problem fits in main memory, and a factor of six when paging is involved.

1 Introduction

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [4] have found many uses in CAD applications from logic optimization to combinational and sequential verification. BDDs provide an efficient way to manipulate large boolean functions through recombination of shared subexpressions. Although BDDs are a compact memory representation, their access patterns are inefficient. BDDs are graphs, where the next element to be accessed is referenced by a pointer. Most architectures on the other hand, have a memory hierarchy designed under the assumption of linear temporal and spatial locality in memory references [6]. Since BDD packages spend considerable time executing loads and stores, improving this aspect can significantly improve performance.

Improving the efficiency of memory access can take place at many levels of the hardware memory hierarchy: cache, translation look-aside buffer (TLB), or main memory. Ochi [8], Ashar [2], and Sanghavi [10] have addressed the problem of page locality by implementing BDD packages using Breadth First Search (BFS). With a BFS implementation, the nodes associated with each variable are accessed all together. Therefore, by using one or more pages of memory for each variable, page faults are reduced. The usual depth first search (DFS) implementation accesses nodes across all pages in a fairly random fashion. Therefore, there is no locality of access at the page level and the page faults are usually many more if indeed the application exceeds main memory.

The performance of any BDD package is dependent on three primary factors: Algorithm, implementation, and application. In the context of this paper, algorithm refers to DFS vs. BFS; implementation refers to how the code is tuned to best use the memory hierarchy; application refers to the context in which the BDD package is used such as computing output BDDs or performing reachability analysis.

In this paper, we present an in-depth analysis of the performance of the memory hierarchy for both BFS and DFS implementations. In particular, we:

- Present runtime results with and without paging.
- Report results obtained by running extensive hardware and software analysis programs.
- Analyze the performance of each package in terms of algorithm, implementation, and application.
- Show that the TLB miss rate for the Cudd package [12] is similar to the CAL package and significantly better then that of the CMU package [7].
- Show that the page-level miss ratio of the CAL package is marginally better than that of the Cudd package, and that both are significantly better than that of the CMU package.
- Demonstrate that the majority of the benefits of the CAL package is not due to data locality, but is primarily a function of its lossless computed table.
- Demonstrate that reordering is suboptimal in the CAL package due to algorithmic and implementation difficulties.
- Show that further improvements in memory locality in DFS packages can provide up to a 26% and 60% improvement with and without paging, respectively.

Section 2 reviews the memory design of the DEC Alpha. Section 3 qualitatively compares the BFS and DFS algorithms. We present results in Section 4 and improvements to DFS algorithms in Section 5.
2 Memory Hierarchy

Modern computers typically use a memory hierarchy [11] to balance the desire for a large memory with the cost of that memory. In this paper, we used an AlphaServer 2100-4/275 with a DECchip 21064A processor to compare the performance of the BDD packages. This system had a small 8 KByte first-level data cache with 32-byte cache lines, a 4 MByte second-level cache and a 512 MByte main memory.

The translation look-aside buffer (TLB) is one other important part of the memory hierarchy often ignored when designing data structures. The TLB provides a cache for the data structure that maps a processes virtual address space to the system physical address space. In most systems, the TLB is accessed in parallel with the cache, and a memory reference must hit in both the cache and the TLB, because the TLB is also used to control access to memory for virtual memory paging. The TLB is itself a cache and suffers from misses called TLB misses. On the 2100-4/275 we used, the TLB has 32 data entries with a miss penalty of $\approx 45 - 50$ cycles. Hardware TLBs can map from 32-128 entries, with sizes of 32-64 being typical. A hardware TLB is usually designed as a fully associative cache, and increasing its size beyond 64 provides limited benefits to most programs and may compromise the processor cycle time.

3 Decision Diagrams

BDDs naturally lend themselves to depth-first manipulation. Let $e$ be any binary boolean operator. Then, from Boole's expansion theorem, $f \circ g = x(f_x \circ g_e) + x'(f_{x'} \circ g_e)$, where $h$, denotes the cofactor of $h$ with respect to $e$. Choosing $x$ as the variable appearing in $f$ or $g$ that is first in the variable order leads to a simple recursive algorithm for $e$.

A naive implementation of the recursive algorithm just outlined takes time exponential in the number of variables; to avoid that, a computed table is used to store the results of recent computations. The computed table is usually implemented as a direct-mapped or two-way set-associative cache. The mapping is performed by a hashing function. Of critical importance is the size of the computed table. A large computed table decreases the chance of useful data being overwritten. But a large table also increases memory usage and the overhead for operations such as garbage collection. Therefore, the size of the computed table must be carefully balanced against its associated cost.

BFS manipulation of BDDs proceeds in two phases: Apply and Reduce. In the former, the operands are traversed from top to bottom creating as many request lists as there are variables. In the latter, the request lists are scanned starting from the bottom, thereby generating the result. Redundant nodes are created during the Apply phase and removed during the Reduce phase. The number of redundant nodes is usually not very large.

A BFS BDD package uses a specialized memory manager that assigns sets of memory pages to different variables. This, combined with a breadth-first processing of the BDDs, is intended to reduce the number of page faults through an increased locality of accesses. Unlike DFS, BFS processing does not specifically require a computed table. The request lists created during the Apply phase serve as a lossless computed table, which may consume a large amount of memory, but guarantees that an operation will not be repeated during a particular execution of the Apply and Reduce phases. However, there is no sharing of results between different invocations of Apply and Reduce. Supercalcularity and pipelining provide for inter-operation sharing of computed results, albeit at a cost of memory overhead. In Section 4 we address the question of whether the DFS algorithm with a large computed table will perform as well as the BFS algorithm.

From the point of view of reordering, there are two major difficulties for the BFS implementation. On the one hand, swapping two adjacent variables destroys the separation between the memory pages dedicated to different variables. Such separation must be restored. The second difficulty is that the index of a node may change as a result of swapping. The CAL package stores the index of the node within the parent nodes while DFS implementations store the index in the node itself. Therefore, the CAL package requires that one must update the index of the node in its parent nodes after the node is swapped. This makes reordering of variables a two step operation.

4 Quantitative Comparison of DFS and BFS

We used the ATOM [13] software instrumentation system to instrument the BDD packages and measure the cache and virtual memory characteristics of those packages. We constructed a simulator for a variety of first-level caches, ranging from 8 KByte to 256 KByte direct-mapped caches. We also simulated the paging behavior of the different BDD packages based on an 8 KByte page size. This measurement records the miss rate when a certain number of 8 KByte memory pages are available and an LRU replacement strategy is used. We can use this measurement to compare the influence of TLB misses on the Alpha, because the TLB miss rate will be the page miss rate for 32 entries.

Although the software instrumentation produces accurate results for the references in the program, it does not model the operating system or effects from multiprogrammed systems. While these effects can be significant [1], the memory simulations provide standard metrics that can be used to compare the different algorithms. We used the performance monitoring hardware (accessed via the PROBE program) of the DECchip 21064A to gain a better understanding of the performance implications for TLB misses. We measured the amount of time spent in PALcode, a special processor state used to implement a variety of primitives for the operating system, to measure the percent of the total execution time spent handling TLB misses. The DECchip 21064A has a software-managed TLB, and most of the time spent in PALcode is servicing TLB misses. The software cache and TLB measurements are precise and repeatable between runs. The hardware performance monitors are stochastic, and we report the mean value of 1 to 50 runs of the program, depending on the size of the job.

We measured three BDD packages: CMU, CAL, and CUD. To enable reasonable comparisons to the results in [10], the experimental setup and routines reported in [16] were reproduced for the CUD package. We kept all experimental parameters the same between the various packages.
regardless of the implications this has on the performance of Cudd. For example, Cudd supports 32-bit pointers, but we chose to use 64-bit pointers since this is what CAL and CMU supported. Our goal was to minimize the variables in the experimental setup so that we could perform a fair comparison. The analysis was run mostly on a variety of ISCAS and MCNC benchmark circuits. Since the instrumentation routines involve a high overhead in run times, we were only able to work with small circuits. As we show, the data are well behaved, and the analysis holds for larger circuits, also.

The experimental data in this paper are presented in two forms: tabular and graphical. The bar graphs show the minimum, maximum, and average of the ratios of CMU or Cudd with respect to CAL for the examples covered in this section. Since we report the averages of the ratios, every example has the same weight, and small test cases have as much influence on the average as large ones.

### 4.1 Measured Performance

Table 1 shows the execution time and memory used by the CAL package on the Alpha. Execution time is in seconds, and memory is in MBytes. All examples shown fit into main memory, and did not require any paging. Figure 1(a) shows the relative performance of Cudd and CMU packages with respect to CAL. It is clear that CAL has the best execution times, CMU has the smallest memory usage, and Cudd is in the middle for both metrics, and that the implementation of the DFS package affects its performance. The CMU package was completed in 1993, and memory performance was not a priority when developing the package. The Cudd package is newer and some effort has gone into optimizing it for performance.

The data above also bring to question the relationship between memory usage and execution speed. Specifically, the trade-off between the size of the computed table and the execution time. We generated the output BDDs for c3540 with varying computed table sizes to determine the effect of increased memory usage on execution time. The results are shown in Figure 1(b), along with the data points for the CAL and CMU runs. The graph shows that the Cudd outperforms both CAL and CMU for comparable memory usage. For large examples such as C3540, S6669, C880, and S4863, Cudd is either better or within 3% of the execution times produced by CAL. These results suggest that the lossless computed table in CAL is responsible for the performance benefits of the CAL package.

### 4.2 The Effect of Memory Reference

Table 1 also shows the simulated cache miss rate for CAL for a variety of sizes. There are many possible cache configurations, and our simulations attempt to give an indication of the performance for a range of cache sizes. The Alpha in particular has a 8KByte, direct mapped L1 cache. Normally, a cache miss rate of 5-10% is considered acceptable for a small, direct-mapped cache, and most of the miss rates shown are within that range. Figure 1(c) shows the relative performance of CMU and Cudd packages with respect to CAL. The CMU package has a consistently higher miss rate than either CAL or Cudd. Cudd has a slightly higher miss rate than CAL for the 8KByte cache, and similar miss rates for larger caches. Again, this is an issue of implementation, where the CMU package might not have been optimized for the cache. For example, individual BDD nodes which span multiple cache lines contribute to a higher miss rate. To summarize, although different implementations of the DFS package have varying cache miss rates, both DFS and BFS algorithms have similar and reasonable L1 cache miss rates.

Table 2 describes the simulated and measured effects of TLB misses for a 32-entry TLB, which is the size of the dataTLB on the Alpha. The columns labeled A refer to the miss rate as simulated by ATOM. The columns labeled I refer to PROBE measurements of the percent of execution time spent handling TLB misses. We were unable to complete the simulation experiments for c3540 due to a lack of time. The data from the hardware performance monitors and memory simulation disagree slightly. This is expected, because the hardware performance monitor captures the interactions between processes and the operating system whereas the simulations do not. For the smaller examples (c1908, c1355, c499, s1423), CAL is better than either DFS package both in terms of simulated miss rate and percent execution time. For the larger examples, though, Cudd outperforms both CAL and CMU. To gain a better understanding of the situation, we simulated the page miss ratio as a function of the number of pages. The data for C880 are presented in Figure 2. Figure 2 can be used to determine both TLB and main memory miss rate. For example, the miss rate for 32 pages corresponds to the TLB miss rate for the Alpha. The miss rate for 2000 pages would indicate the paging rate for a machine with 16 MBytes of available physical memory. The
Figure 1: Measured and simulated results.

(a) Average ratio of runtimes and memory usage.
(b) Run time as a function of memory usage for c3540.
(c) Average ratio of cache miss rates.

Figure 2: Miss ratios as a function of number of pages.

Figure 3: Performance metrics.

So far, we have shown that Cudd is only slightly worse CAL when it comes to TLB miss rate, but that CAL is superior when it comes to handling page misses. Given that a page miss may incur a large penalty in the range of 2,800,000
cycles, a page miss rate of even 0.003% means an average delay per memory access of 84 cycles due to paging. To determine the real cost of paging, we ran the largest examples on a DECstation 3000-300LX using a DECchip 21064, which only had 64 MBytes of memory. Table 3 shows the elapsed and CPU time in seconds along with thousands of page faults for each example. The better memory locality of CAL can exceed a factor of 20 reduction in run time with respect to Cudd when paging occurs.

4.3 Dynamic Reordering

Dynamic reordering [5, 9] automatically reorders the BDD to reduce its size. Although the process of reordering is expensive, it has proven to be invaluable for many applications.

From the point of view of reordering, there are two major difficulties for the BFS implementation. On the one hand, swapping two adjacent variables may destroy the separation between the memory pages dedicated to different variables. Such separation must be either preserved at some memory and CPU time cost or restored. The second difficulty is that the index of a node may change as a result of swapping. The CAL package stores the index of the node within the parent nodes while DFS implementations store the index in the node itself. Therefore, the CAL package requires that one must update the index of the node in its parent nodes after the node is swapped. This makes reordering of variables a two step operation.

We computed the output BDDs for the previous test cases and then ran dynamic reordering to reduce the size of the resulting BDDs. Figure 4 shows the relative performance of Cudd with respect to CAL. Cudd outperforms CAL in both BDD size reduction, and execution time. Some of the performance difference is due to the \textit{algorithmic} complexity of implementing reordering in the CAL package. But a sizeable portion of the performance for Cudd comes from a good \textit{implementation} of reordering heuristics. The difference in performance is significant, but a better \textit{implementation} of reordering in CAL will reduce the performance gap. (We could not incorporate a newer release of CAL that has faster reordering algorithms in our experimental setup in time for inclusion in the Proceedings.)

5 Improvements to DFS

The analysis and results presented in the last section show that there is room for improvement in the DFS implementation of the BDD package in the area of memory management. As previous results show, TLB miss rate in the Cudd package is comparable to that of the CAL package for small TLB sizes. But as the size of the TLB increases or when the pro-
to time constraints, we were only able to run small test cases. Table 5 shows the results for 4 examples. The most dramatic example is MULT32b which shows at least a sixfold difference in run times and a sevenfold difference in page faults between executions with and without sorting of the free list.

To summarize, we have shown that a different implementation of the DFS algorithm can produce improvements of over 26% when the problem fits in main memory, and up to a factor of six when the program is memory limited. Again, the implementation is closely related to the application in which the program is run, since only applications which allocate and release large numbers of BDD nodes and which reuse existing structures show a significant benefit from the sorting of the free list. Fortunately, construction and destruction of BDD structures is common practice in most applications, and is even more prevalent when dynamic reordering is used.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have applied detailed quantitative analysis to determine the factors that influence the performance of different BDD paradigms. This is the first step in understanding and improving the performance of the packages. When possible, we have differentiated the benefits stemming from algorithms, implementations, and applications. We have shown that carefully tuned implementations of DFS and BFS algorithms have similar cache and TLB statistics. The performance differences that we have observed can be ascribed to memory/CPU time trade-offs and possibly to different instruction mixes. The DFS approach is preferable when variable reordering is a major concern; the BFS approach is preferable when the size of both programs exceeds main memory by a limited factor (beyond which not even BFS processing helps). However, it may be the case that a DFS package may avoid paging altogether by using less memory.

Based on our observations and analysis, we have shown that changes in the implementation of the DFS algorithm can substantially improve performance. In the future, we hope to explore memory locality issues during dynamic reordering, which is an important part of any BDD package, and the impact of instruction mixes.
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